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CONTRACTS

• Funding from NIH to University of Virginia via award 1U01NS088034-01

• Current budget year 09/30/2014 – 02/29/2016
  • Budget year extended via NCE
  • Amendments in progress

• PECARN site subcontracts via the University of Virginia

• NETT Hub hybrid agreements via University of Michigan
  • NETT spokes via agreements with NETT Hubs
PAYMENTS

- Milestone payments made after completion of activity
  - Documents uploaded in WebDCU, readiness call completed, etc.

- Data must be entered into WebDCU and free of queries

- Visit must read “ready” in WebDCU prior to invoicing and payment

- Invoicing procedure
  - PECARN sites-the site must provide invoices referencing site account number to UVA via email to esett-milestone@virginia.edu
  - NETT Hubs-the CCC creates invoices on your behalf.
    - NETT pokes paid per agreement with NETT Hub
PAYMENT STRUCTURE

• Milestone 1-EFIC plan IRB Submission
  • $10,000 inclusive of F&A

• Milestone 2-Released to Enroll
  • $40,000 inclusive of F&A

• Per Subject Payment
  • $7,500 inclusive of F&A

• Ongoing Costs-Yearly
  • $1,000 inclusive of F&A

• Milestone 3/4-Study closeout
  • $25,000 inclusive of F&A
CONTACT INFO

• Milestone activities and completion
  • Questions? esett-milestone@umich.edu
  • Milestone document, https://nett.umich.edu/clinical-trials/esett/esett-toolbox#Milestones

• Contracts
  • UVA, Emily Gray, EAW8T@hscmail.mcc.virginia.edu
  • NETT Hubs, Valerie Stevenson, vwillis@umich.edu

• Invoicing
  • UVA, Amy Fansler OR esett-milestone@virginia.edu
  • NETT Hubs, Valerie Stevenson OR nett-invoice@umich.edu
Questions?